Fairtrade is made up of the two English words: fair + trade
fair (adjective) to treat people equally
trade (noun) the activities of buying and selling
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WARMER

a) Read the labels in the clothes you are wearing now. Where were they made?
b) What about your pens and pencils and your other school equipment, do they say Made in _______________?
2
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What does it mean?

Fill the gaps in the sentences using the words from the box. The paragraph numbers are given to
help you.

profit

Reputable sources

artisan

Developing countries

weaver

logo

living wage

organization

environmentally friendly

Poor

1. ______________________ is money you make by selling something from your business.
2. An ______________________ is a worker who has special skill or training, especially one who makes something.
3. ____________________ ____________________ are lands that do not have many industries or much money.
4. ______________________ people don’t have enough money to live very well.
5. A ______________________ is someone who makes cloth, often by hand.
6. An ______________________ is the word for an official group of people.
7. A ____________________ ____________________ is money that you get from your work so that you can buy
clothes and food.
8. When something is ____________________ ___________________, it doesn’t harm the natural world around us.
9. A ______________________ is a symbol (words or pictures) that a company puts on its products so that people
recognise the company.
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10. ____________________ ____________________ are honest and reliable people or companies who supply
products.
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Find the information

Look back at the article to complete the information.
a) Which Fairtrade products are in the article?
Coffee and ___________________________________________________________________
b) Match the two halves to make full sentences about Muthulakshmi and the coffee farmers.
How does Muthulakshmi benefit from Fairtrade?
She gets … 				

... train to be a teacher.				

She has …				

... good money.

She earns …			

... jewellery and a bank account.

She wants to …			

... respect.

Level 1 Elementary
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How do coffee farmers benefit from Fairtrade?

4

They get …				

... their children to school.

They can buy …			

... have to work.

They can send …			

... a fair price.

Their children don’t …			

... food for their families.

teen talk

In paragraph 9 you can read that ethical shopping is cool.
An ethical shopper is …
a) someone who goes shopping in India.
b) someone who cares about workers in poor countries.
c) someone who only buys handmade products.
Are you an ethical shopper?
5

Make a poster

In groups, make a poster about Fairtrade.
1. Download photos from the Internet and if possible glue real wrappers and packaging to your poster.
2. Don’t forget to include the Fairtade logo.
3. Write five bullet points about ethical shopping. Use information from paragraph 9. Start your bullet points with the
words:
•
•
•
•
•

Look …
Think …
Try …
Ask …
Use …

4. Give your poster a title.
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5. Present it to the class.

6

Webquest

Have a look at these websites. Choose a photograph from one of the websites and talk about it
with your partner.
•
•
•
7

http://www.fairtrade.org.uk/
http://www.fairtrade.net/
http://www.oxfam.org/en/campaigns/trade

Role-play

Level 1 Elementary

Fair for all

Work in pairs. A is the shop assistant, B is the (non-ethical) shopper. You can write the script first if
you want.
A: Welcome the shopper, ask how you can help them.
B: Say you’d like to buy some chocolates for a birthday present.

A: Show the shopper the Fairtrade chocolates.

B: Say they are too expensive.

A: Say that they are only a few cents more.

B: Ask why they are a few cents more expensive.

A: Explain the benefits of Fairtrade.

B: ...

A: ...

B: Thank the shop assistant and say goodbye.
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A: Thank the shopper and say goodbye.

Key
2
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Profit is money you make by selling something from your business.
An artisan is a worker who has special skill or training, especially one who makes something.
Developing countries are lands that do not have many industries or much money.
Poor people who don’t have enough money to live very well.
A weaver is someone who makes cloth, often by hand.
An organization is the word for an official group of people.
A living wage is money that you get from your work so that you can buy clothes and food.
When something is environmentally friendly, it doesn’t harm the natural world around us.
A logo is a symbol (words or pictures) that a company puts on its products so that people recognise the company.
Reputable sources are honest and reliable people or companies who supply products.
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3
a) Which Fairtrade products are mentioned in the article?
Coffee and clothing, jewellery, sports balls, and sheets.
b) How does Muthulakshmi benefit from Fairtrade?
She gets respect.
She has jewellery and a bank account.
She earns a living wage / good money.
She wants to go back to school and continue her education then train to be a teacher.
How do coffee farmers benefit from Fairtrade?
They get a fair price
They can buy food for their families.
They can send their children to school.
Their children don’t have to work.
4
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